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ABSTRACT
The second flight unit oft, he ITALSAT telecommunication
satellite wiII be placed in geostationary, orbit
in early 1996, making operative the ITALSAT telecommunication
system after the experimental and
preoperational
phase performed by 1TALSAT FI, which was.launched in January. 1991 by the Italian
Space Agency.
A general view of the ITALSAT
payload is presentedwith emphasis on the design,the
telecommunication
mission,
thenew technologies
and theprotocols
withthegroundsegment.

THE ITALSAT.MISSION
The ITALSAT FI satellite
isplacedat 13.2° eastingeostationary
orbit;
thecommunicationmissionis
accomplishedby threepackages:
themultibeamnational
coverage,
theglobalnational
coverageand the
extrahighfrequency(EHF) propagation
experiments.
The mission,which includes
themost innovative
characteristics,
iscarried
out by themultibeampayload.Sixbeams arelinkedforthecoverageof thewhole national
territory..
Thisisachievedthrougha
switching
matrixin basebandon board thesatellite.
The accessto theground stations
isof thetime
division
multiple
accesstypeand thetransmission
rateis147 Mb/s.
The GlobalNationalCoveragepayloadcapableofa coverageoftheentire
Italian
territory,
witha single
beam and threetransparent
channelsislocated
besidethemultibeam.
The two payloads(multibeamand global)
together
make up theITALSAT telecommunication
system
whose blockdiagrams,
frequency
planandcoveragesareshown inFigg.i,2,3 respectively.
The two payloadsdiffer
one from theotherintheirtechnical-operational,
systemwiseand performance
features.
The "multibeam'payload,together
withtheground-basedunits,
ispan of a satellite
numeric
network integrated
with theground-basednetwork;the interface
with the ground network is at the
switching
centreslevel.The 'global'
payloadcan performvariousdifferent
tasks:from thesingleendto-endlinkswith smallground stations
sitedcloseto theuser,to the implementation
of closed-loop
networkshavingad hoc characteristics
and performances,
to thetransmission
of dataand analogvideo
signals
as wvllastelephone
linksup to24.SMb/s.
iTALSAT FI includes
also40 and 50 GHz beacons,radiated
by two dedicated
antennas,
thatallow
propagationexperimentsin themillimetric
wavelengthsforEurope. The SO GHz beacon isradiated
withoutany modulationin line.a:"
polarization.
The polarization
plane can be set,by means of
telecommand,infixedvertical
mode, fixedhorizontal
mode or switching
betweenvertical
and horizontal
mode. Absoluteattenuation
can be measuredas wellas polarization
purity,
and attenuation
pa.mmeters
as functions
of thepolarization.
The ITALSAT F2 telecommunication
missionforesees
a multibeampayloadand a globalbeam payload
(asintheprecursor
ITALSAT FI) plustheEuropeanmobilesystem(EMS) payload(whichsubstitutes
for the experimentalpropagationpayload of ITALSAT F l). The EMS payload will provide
communications between mobile users (in L band) and fixed carth-s_tions (in Ka band) within Europe,
managing telephony and data traffic with three 4 MHz transponders.
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THE TELECOMMUNICATION
Multibeam

SYSTEM

coverage payload

The mission. The ITALSAT multibeam mission was conceived to establish point-to-point and point-tomultipoint connections via satellite between stations deployed on Italian territory, providing maximum
flexibility and reconfiguration of connections and of their assigned capacity.
To this end, the surface of the Italian territory has been.divided into six service areas, each served by a
spot beam having high directivity.
The six areas covered have been formed into groups of three by
using two TX/RX independent antennas which point towards the desired direction with a tracking
system which can ensure an overall error less than 0.03*. The communications system adopts vertical
polarization carriers in both the 30 GHz (ground-to,board)
and 20 GI-Lz band (board-to-ground).
Each coverage is associated with a transmitting channel with a bandwidth equal to 110 MHz which can
carry the QPSK modulated signal at 147 Mb/s.
The peculiarity of the multibeam payload is to work regeneratively on packet signals received from the
various stations operating in TDMA, to switch them, and to then organize them into a continuous binary
flow which, when modulated in QPSK and amplified, can be sent to ground in one or more spots as
required by the ground-programmed
traffic plan. This operating mode is defined as the SS-TDMA
system (satellite sv,-itching time division multiple access) and the ITALSAT multibeam payload is its
first application in orbit.
To better understand how the ITALSAT network operates, we must bear in mind that the analog audio.
channels are processed by the ground station so as to obtain a s.vnchronous binary stream (e.g. at 32
kb/s). Such streams, in accordance with the capacity needs of the stations, are .sent at the ITALSAT
satellite network speed of 147 Mb/s. In accordance with the traditional TDMA access, the resulting
speed compression is such that each station occupies the satellite channel for short and well defined time
periods, so as to allow cyclic access of all stations of the network according to a periodic organization
known as a frame, which is described later on in this paper. From the above, it is clear that the resulting
capacity is given by the ratio between the satellite network speed and that of a single service, e.g. with a
32 kb/s coding of an audio signal, the spot capacity of the ITALSAT system is 2000 circuits/spot, or
12,000 total circuits. The regenerative channel was dimensioned so as to have on board a G/T equal to
about I0.0 dB/K and bit error rate better than 10-6 with an Eb/No ratio of 13.3 dB. Channel e.i.r.p.,
_-itt_ the beam, is equal to about 54.0 dBW."
The multibeam mission success was designed to be better than 87 per cent and the mass. and power
envelope of the payload are 110 kg and 580 W, respectively.
The frame and type of services.
The advantage offered by the SS-TDMA system
system capacity and connectivity reconfiguration
in times which are practically

is that of satellite
neglect,able.
For

TDMA operation, however, the stations must be svnchrom'zed with the time reference used on board by
the payload baseband switching section.
Effective management of access implies that the times and duration of transmissions assigned to single
stations by the master station are organized cyclically within a periodic structure lasting 32 ms, called a.
frame and shown in Figure 4. The ITALSAT frame has been organized into 3000 minimum contiguous
switching units (SU) each lasting 10.5 _.
Station synchronization with the satellite reference is obtained by monitoring the RB packet (reference
burst), which the on-board switching matrix sends every 32 ms to all spots, allocating the first 3 SUs of
the down-link. The time of receipt of the RB is used by all stations as the time origin for the calculation
of the time of transmission of each packet. The ITALSAT frame can be divided into.four regions:
(a) Service area.

This is a fixed area used as a signaling and command channel between

the master

station and the on-board switching matrix. The commands are sent from the ground (master station)
on the CH packet which occupies SU n* 4, 5 and 6 of the uplink frame. The command channel has
an information stream equal to 64 kb/s gross through which it is possible to reconfigure on-board
traffic and connections in a few minutes. The on-board switching matrix reacts to the commands .
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delivered
and replies
according
to theexchangeprotocolon theFMC packet,allocated
tothenextto-last
SU ofthedown-linkframe.

!

Co) l_ermutaaon area. This area can be dimensioned by the master station by setting frontier F 1. Here
the permutation traffic is set, assigned in an almost stable mode to the stations of the network.
Within ttm permutation area it .is possible to access only with 32 laS. packets
consecutive SUs, and therefore providing a 128 kb/s stream per packet.
(c) Video¢onferenee

area.

This region too can be modified by selecting appropriate

occup.ving

three

values for frontiers

FI and F2 shown in Figure. 1I. Access to this region is through blocks of sixteen 32 _ packets, so
as to occupy, therefore, 48 consecutive SUs. The stream which results is equal to 2 Mb/s per block,
which supports the videoconference service.
(d) Switching area. This region, sortable by changing frontier F2, supports access with 10.5 _ (1 SU)
packets, which therefore provide a capacity of 32 kb/s per packet.
If requirect, the entire frame may eventually be organized to carry a TV channel at about
broadcast on one, more than one or on all six regions of the multibeam coverage.
The burst format.

1471Vlb/s_ re-

The burst, shown in Figure 5, has a preamble with a fixed content, equal for all Wpes

of burst and a useful data field which can host 512 symbols (1024 bits) in 10.4 _ single channels
bursts or 2048 symbols (4096 bits) in the case of 32 _ four-charmel bursts. The useful data area is
coded (scrambled) by the traffic stations so as to ensure the correct number of transitions of the four
states of the QPSK carrier under any circumstance. The efficiency obtainable with the single channel
packet is equal to 66 per cent; efficiency reaches 87 per cent with the four channel packet and reaches
about 100 per cent for.TV service at 147 Mb/s. It car. be readily understood from the above that
maximum efficiency of the system is achieved by allocating maximum capacity.in the permutation area
on the basis of the average traffic requirement of each station. The low efficiency switching area must,
on the contrary, be used jointly with all stations to manage the peak traffic situations and must be
assigned on request and released as soon as the peak traffic situation has ended.
The starting part of the burst provides the data required for the carrier and clock recovery circuits of the
on-board coherent demodulator, so as to obtain correct absolute frequency and clock and carrier phase
with which the data was modulated on the ground.
The acquisition process must be completed before the last preamble field arrives: the unique word (UW)
which has the task to let the on-board and ground baseband stages correctly decode the data organized
in positional form. The 40 service symbols between the UW and the data field can be used as service
channels between the various stations of the network.
The network. The Italsat telecommunication
network operates with the multibeam payload of the
satellite, which makes available a 147 Mbps transmitting capacity for each of the six areas covered. The
main scope of the network is to provide the capacity for additional connections to the ground telephone
network, integrating with the National Telephone Network and with the other types of circuit switching.
networks (data network).. The Italsat network can offer resources useful for two types of services:
•

Permutated

Traffic

with a point-to-point connections between two stations, where each circuit has

an origin and destination
variation.
,

defined in the present time scale and is unchanged

till there is a timeplan

On Demand Assigned Traffic so that the resources available to achieve communications are defined
in the traffic plane, but circuits are assigned dynamically on a case by case basis, depending on the
call requests.

The telecommunications
nm-,vork consists of a set of ground stations through which it is possible to
obtain a full mesh connection among a number of. sites using the on-board controller switching
capability. The ground stations have access to the satellite according to a TDM/TDMA
protocol, using.
a frame lasting 32 ms., divided into 3072 Switching Units (S.U.) which in turn are grouped into bursts
according to their use: those made up of 2 .S.U. dedicated to permutated traffic and those of a single
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S.U., used for the Demand Assignment Multiple Access (DAMA). All stations configured in the
network can give way to traffic and they are indicated as Traffic Stations: one of such stations at Fucino
acts as a control station for the network traffic (and is hence called the Master Control Station) and
supplies the data necessary for the switching matrix on board the satellite, so that it is regulated in the
• most appropriate manner for administering its ow_ Switching resources. This station, which is also
linked directly to the telephone network, is connected tO two computers: one is dedicated to
administering the satellite network and the other.the trat_c.
The Fucino control center also controls the 'beacon' stations at Cagliari and Courmayeur near Aosta.
They have the task of supplying the satellite with two signals on differing frequencies (28 and 29 GHz)
which serve as a reference to maintain the antennas' radiation bands aimed at the cemer of the determined geographical area. The two beacon stations also transmit a third signal based on a cesium sample.
The system which generates it is also flanked by a very reliable quartz oscillator, which allows
synchronization
of the times of the network activi .ty with those of the innovative switchboard installed
on board the satellite, the baseband matrix which switches up to 12,000 telephone calls simultaneously.
When working according to a timeswitching technique, this deals with the incoming signals from the
ground stations which have already been organized according to a precise cadence of 32 thousandths of
a second.
Design and performance.
The SS-TDMA multibeam payload relays the traffic between the six zones,
in Italy, covered by spot beams having 0.4 ° of aperture. The spot beams are generated by two single
offset antennas having reflector dishes of 2 m diameter providing vet?,, high gain (about 50 dBi). The
high data rate (147 Mb/s) implies an e.i.r.p, of about 57 dBW and a G/T of about 17 dB°K, obtained
with a 20 W TWTA and 4 dB noise figure receiver. The satellite body attitude control is not adequate
to maintain the antenna pointing accuracy necessary because of the high gain slope at the edge of coverage; the antenna pointing system is then required. The linearly polarized narrow beams are pointed by
means of two lobe switching antenna pointing systems locked on two ground beacon signals.
The repeater input section includes .wideband 30 GHz low loss multiplexers, and low noise 30 GHz
parametric amplifiers. The signal is then down-convened to 12 GHz and fed to the burst mode QPSK
demodulators. The baseband signal is routed by the high speed 6x 6 S l_e switch matrix and fed to the
20 GHz QPSK modulator bank. These two are direct modulators based on the reflection of signals by
transmission lines end loaded by PIN diodes. The 20 GHz modulated signal is amplified by 20 W'/20
GHz TWTAs. The microwave filters at 12 GHz and 20 GHz are realized in thin wall invar and silver
plated to achieve high thermal conductivity and good dimensional stability,.
The multibeam regenerative payload can be made a transparent.one
by' using a transponder (mounted to
perform the in-orbit test) which b._asses the baseband section.
Table I shows the comparison among specified G/T and e.i.r.p, values, the on-ground measurement
results and the in-orbit performances. In addition the bit error rate performance in both up and downlinks is shown: the BER performance includes the contribution of the ground modem. The in-orbit performance shows margin versus the specifications.

Natvonal coverage payload

and telemetry beacon

The rnission. The global national coverage payload has access to all points of the national territory,
performing point-to-point and multipoint services with possible on-request assignment. Emergency
connections with disaster hit areas and "IV signal broadcast are also made possible. To this end the
payload includes thr_ transparent repeaters with a 36 MI-Iz useful bandwidth.
Each repeater is
compatible with the following types of access and modulation:
(a) QPSK modulated
speed;

digital signals with TDMA access to the satellite at a 24.576 Mb/s transmission

(b) analog signals such as standard TV signals,
bandwidth;

frequ_cy
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modulated

(FM-TV)

with a 27 MI-Iz

(c)signals
withmulti-carrier
digital
modulation(SCPC/FDMA).
Inthislastcase,thepayloadcan varytheTWTA workingpointby desired
back-offvaluesby means of.
commands from theground,allowinglinear
operation
of theTWTA
to cutback theintermodulation
products.
Coverageof theItalian
peninsula
and islands
isobtainedby means of a singletransmiv'rcceive
antenna
with a beamwidth of 1.06° x 1.55°.Vertical
polarization
isused fortheup-linkand down-link.
The
payloadadoptstheradio-frequency
band inup-and down-linkassignedexclusively
to fixedservices
via
sazellit_
by theinternational
regulations
toavoidpossible
interference
withground radiolinks,
at29.530 GHz up and 19.7-20.2
GI=Izdown. Under eclipse,
one receive/transmit
chainaloneis.activated
to.
optimizepower consumptionof allpayloadsas a function
ofbattery,
capaci.w.
At thepackageoutputisconnected
the20 GHz beaconwhich transmits
telemetry,
signals
towardsearth
when thesatellite
issetinitsgcostationary,
orbit.
The 20 GHz beacon is alsoused as a trackingsignalforthe communicationground stations..The
beaconisfully
operative
eveninan eclipse
situation.
Design and performance.The packageisdividedintoa low noisereceiver,
a channeling
intermediate
frequencysection,
highpower amplification
and a TX/RX antenna.
Nationalcoverageisassuredby a singleTX/RX antennaof subrcflector
.wpewhich providesan ellipticalbeam with an apertureof 1.0C X 1.55'with vertical
polarization.
The repeaterinputsection
includesa medium band front-end
withlow noiseparametric
amplifier,
singlebalancedpassivemixer
fordown conversion
at l2 GI--Iz
and FET amplifier.
The channeling
section
separates
thethree36 MHz
channelswitha demultiplexer,
ampli_"and up-convert
to 20 GHz, where thesignals
drivetheTWTAs
intosaturation
or backed--of
inthelinear
mode. The wide band intermediate
frequency
amplifiers
have
two operating
modes:
(a)limiting
mode" todrivetheTWTA

insaturation
by means of an automaticlevel
control
circuit

(b)fixedgain:to drivetheTW'TA withthedesiredback-offby means of a gain commandable from
groundinlinear
conditions.
The up-conversion
at20 GHz isperformedby a resistive
mixerfollowedbv a ban@ass filter.
The 20
GHz power amplifiers
useTWTs of t.hc
helixand threestagescollector
type,_ith20 W insaturation.
The telemetry,
beaconconsists
era 18,685MHz carrier
isphasemodulatedby a subcarrier
(65kHz) in
turnPSK/SPL modulatedby thedigital
telemetry
signalata transmission
speedequalto I024 b/s.
The threeglobalpackagechannels,
together
withthetelcmet_'
signalcoming fromthe20 Ghz beacon,
arecombinedintheoutputmultiplexer
beforebeingradiated
totheground.
Table IIshowes a comparisonamong thespecified
values,
theon-groundmeasurementsand.the.in.orbit
performanceswhich have marginsversusthespecifications:

ITALSA T F1 European

propagatTgn experiments

Connectionsvia satellite
in the millimetric
wavelengthsrequirein-depthknowledge"of propagation
characteristics
atsuchfrequencies.
The 40/50 GHz transmiaers
carried
on boardtheITALSAT satellite
form a realistic
model of a radiolinkoperating
atsuch frequencies
forexperimentation
and tests
over
theentir_ European territory.
40 GHzpropagat#on beacon. The 40 GHz propagation
beaconisadoptedforpropagation
experiments
intheEuropeancoverage,
supporting
alsoattenuation
m_asurements,
attenuation
and differential
phase
and polarization
purity.
The 40 GI-.Iz
carrier,
radiated
to ground in right-hand
circular
polarization,
is
phasemodulatedby a 505 Mhz coherent
sinusoid
subcarrier,
inordertocompare theamplitudeand the
phase of thethreesignalstransmitted
(carrier
and the first
sidefrequencies)
in a l GHz band. The
radiated
_otal
EIRP is28 dBW andthepower consumptionis40 W..
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50 GHz propagation
beacon.
The 50 GHz propagation beacon is radiated in the european coverage
without any modulation and with a linear polarization.
The beacon is polarization-modulated
by a
switch which rotates file polarization plane by 90., resulting in a transmission with alternate H/V
polarization at a switching rate of 933 Hz. To increase flexibility during experiments, there is a
possibility to .freeze the beacon on one of the H or V polarizations by means of telecommands from
ground. This way we can perform absolute attenuation and polarization purity measurements.
The
radiated EIRP is 27 dBW with a power consumption of 25 W.

ITALSAT

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The on-boardregeneration
and thebasebandswitching
adoptedforthemultibeampayloadwas thefirst
implementation
forspace communicationprograms.The SS-TDMA access,adoptedforthe system,
withvariable
bursttechnique,
had to be interfaced
withthepublicswitching
telephone
networkusing
dedicated
softwareatthetern_nal
groundstation.
The signalbitrateof 147 Mb/s required
components
withhighdegreeof integration
whichwere notavailable
and qualified
forspaceapplication.
The highgainKa band antenna:_
required
an antennapointing
systemhaving0.03° ofaccuracyto avoid
unacceptable
e.i.r.p,
and G/T degradation.
Thus, a carefuldesignand developmentprogram,forthe
communicationpayloadandthegrounds_tionsx_"as
atthehighest
priority.
On-boardprocessmg equipments
The on-boardregeneration
and switching
represents
the'innovative
feature
of theITALSAT multibearn
payload. In factit_
thefirst
in-orbit
implementation
of a regenerative
payloadwith high speed
baseband switching.
The entireITALSAT multibeam system is,for a good part of itsswitching
resources,
a TST networknodewhere 3:(timing)
stagesaredistributed
among thegroundstations,
theS
(space)stageison-board,
and management isentrusted
tothegroundtelecommunication
control
center.
The on-boardprocessing
equipmentsarethe demodulators,
thebaseband switchingmatrixand the
remodulators.
The demodulatorisof burstmode t3_eand itskey features
arethefastacquisition
(carrier
and clock
recoverywi,.hin
112 symbols)tomaintainthesystemsynchronization,
thehighinputdynamicrange(30
riB)due torainattenuation,
and antennagainvariation
from peaktoend ofcoverage.
The demodulatorinputsignalat 12 GHz isdown-converted
at700 MHz and thenfiltered
amplified
and
levelstabilized
at theoutput. The carrier
isrecoveredfrom IF signalthroughmultiplication
by 4,
narrow filtering,
a limiter
and division
by 4, and inserted
laterin the demodulationsection.The
demodulatedsignalisthenregenerated
and read)'
foron-boardswitching.
The carrier
phaseisstabilized
b.x'
a feedbackloopwhich actson theVCO frequency:
The lock-in
rangeofthederrtodulator
isaboutZ
MHz.
"lhr,
implementation
of the demodulatormakes extensive
use of micros'trips
and is characterized
by
microwave (2.8GHz) carrier
recoverycircuitry,
DRO filters,
ASICs forbasebandsignalprocessing
and feedbackphaseloop.
The ,basebandsw#tchmatrix(BBS) allowstheconnection,
inany combination,
of thetraffic
terminals
located
inany of thesixcoverageareas.The basebandswitchmatrixhandlesthecommutationof nine
streamsof 147 Mb/s, sixofwhich incurrent
dutyandthreeincoldstandby.
The BBS isconstituted
by _'o essential
sections:
switching
matrixand controller.
The matrixcontains
high-spc_-,d
circuits
to manage, in realtime,thesignals
in baseband,thecontroller
isin chargeof the
switching
matrixmanagement by means of available
signaling
channels,
as wellas functional
control
of
theunit.',.the
controller
rece_ instructions
foritsoperation
from the"r'r&cstation
and/orfrom the
mastercontrol
station.
Allthetu ngfunctions
arederivedfrom a highlystableexternal
clockgenerated
from an on-boardmasterclock.
"1heswitching
basicfunction
isperformedby sixmultiplexers:
each one
can rout_ the bursts coming from the demodulators and the service bursts generated within the BBS.
Each multiple,_er is provided with a bit synchronizer circuit to res3mchronize the bursts with the onboard clock to recover the instantaneous frequency differences (due to the Doppler effect and the different stability of. the ground terminal equipment) between the up-link data stream clock and the onboard
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clock.The BBS isimplementedusing7 ASIC ECL gatearrays.These areoftwo types(MUX, timi_ag)
having2500 and 3500 gates,respectively.
The 20 GHz QPSK remodulatorisfedby two datastreams(I,Q) at 73 Mb/s actingon two cascades
biphasemodulatorsto obtainthe147 Mb/s QPSK signal.
The inputlogicselects
datastreams(I,Q,
CK) coming from thetwo switching
matrixes:
ECL 10k logicisused. This logicgenerates
a suitable
signalm phase shiRers(0_180.
°) and (0-90
°) which aremanufacturedm a waveguideWR 42 section,
usingPIN diodesas commutationdevic¢_s.
The,modulatorcan handlecarrier
power levelsup to 500
mW and operat_ directly
atthemic)'owave
transmission
frequency.The reference
carrier
at20 GHz is
generated
(inside
theunit)by an oscillator
stabilized
witha dielectric
resonator.
The technologyaccomplishments
oft,
he regeneration
section
aresummarizedinTable Ill.
Dlultibeamantenr_pofnt_ng
The two SS-TDMA payloadmultibeamantennasarcvery.
narrowbeam antennas,
so thatthepointing
accuracyachievable
by thesatellite
body controlisnot su_cier,
t to meet therequirements.For this
reasonthe two antennasare controlled
by a lobe switchingclosedloop antenna pointingsystem
(workingat Ka band).The two beaconground stations
arelocated
in thecities
of Cagliad(Sardinia)
and Aosm (Northern
Italy)
and arcassociated
withtheEastandWest spo¢beam antennas,
respectively.
The on-boardequipmentsincludes
the RF sensor,theantennarotation
mechanism, the motor drive
electronics,
thecontrol
unitand thetracking
receivers.
Many operating
modes ensurethepropercontrol
and operation
of thesubsystem.The autotracking
sequenceautomatically
setsthesubsysteminbeacon
tracking
mode throughinitial
repointing
and angularacquisition.
The in-orbit
testhas demonstrated
the
full
achievementofthedesignobjectives.
The resulting
pointing
errorssummary."
issho_T_inTable IV.
Besides,themaster/slave
back-up mode has been actuated,
simulating
theoutageof one beacon:the
affected
antennahas beencorrectly
drivenby thecontrol
oftheotherantennaand negligible
variations
have beenfoundon thee.i.r.p,
oftheslavebeams.
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